MOHAMMED   AND    CHARLEMAGNE
There were no longer any standards of monetary weight or
purity.
Pippin attempted without much success to reform the monetary
system. His twofold initiative in this domain constituted a com-
plete rupture with the Mediterranean monetary system of the
Merovingians. Henceforth only silver coins were minted, and the
solidus was equivalent to twelve deniers, the denier being now
the only real coin. The livre of 327 grammes of silver (the Roman
libra] was equivalent, after Pippin's reform, to 22 solidi or 264
deniers; and by Charlemagne it was reduced to 20 solidi or 240
deniers.1
Charlemagne completed die monetary reform of his father.
He was the founder of the medieval monetary system. This system
was therefore established at a period when die circulation of money
had sunk lower than it had ever sunk before. Charlemagne adapted
die system to a period when wholesale trade had disappeared. In
the Merovingian epoch, on the contrary, gold was still minted in
consequence of the prevailing commercial activity, and we cannot
doubt that this was an epoch of active trade when we see the use
of gold perpetuated in the form of the hyperper, the successor to
the gold solidus, in the commercial world of Byzantium, and
installing itself in that of Islam. It is characteristic of the period
that in the Carolingian Empire itself gold was still minted
here and there, wherever there was still some commercial
activity; for example, at the foot of the Pyrenees, where there
was some traffic with Musulman Spain, and in Frisia, where
a certain amount of commercial activity was maintained by the
Scandinavian trade.
Charlemagne also struck a few gold solidi in the Lombard
kingdom before he enforced his monetary system2 diere, which
proves that normally he did not mint gold. We have a few gold
solidi from the mint of Uzfcs, which were struck during Charle-
magne's reign. And we have also a few fine gold coins which
1 luschin von EBENGREUTHM%mcmeM««2fe«»&, 2nd ed, 1926, p, 161
* prou, Catalogue des monnaies carolingiennes, p. 30001.
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